
Enbridge’s Technical Review Process of Marine Terminal
Systems and Transshipment Sites (TERMPOL) submission
has been reviewed and approved by the Ministry of
Transport. The federal transport minister is relying on
Enbridge’s risk assessment and commitments to ensure the
safety and environmental protection of tanker traffic.
The passage of supertankers through the complex

waterways of BC’s central coast has been exhaustively
technically planned. However human errors and actual
accidents are left unconsidered in the TERMPOL review. In
engineer-speak, these are called ‘low probability, high
consequence events’. (This term has most recently been
applied to the Fukushima nuclear meltdown.)
Whether human error or accident constitute an

‘acceptable risk’ is not a matter of legislation or regulation,
but is a matter of social license. Because the transport
minister fails to find any legislative or regulatory reason to
object to Enbridge’s shipping plans does not imply that
social license has been granted.

What TERMPOL Does
The TERMPOL process is a system of voluntary application
which invites an organization proposing new marine routes
and berths for bulk oil, chemicals, or liquid natural gas to
submit their ‘safety management system’, identifying ‘major
accident hazards’ and the measures to be taken to reduce
risks to ‘an acceptable level using the best available
technology’.
Several aspects of TERMPOL are clear:
• the applicant, not the Ministry, is invited not only to

define risks, but also what would be an ‘acceptable level’ of
risk. There is no suggestion that risks can be avoided;
• these risks are to be ‘ameliorated’ by technological

means only;
• the submission need not deal in any way with the

prevention or mitigation of human error; and
• the submission need not deal with the results of an

accident, whether caused by humans or technological
failure.
Specifically, TERMPOLis ‘not a regulatory instrument. Its

provisions, therefore, are not mandatory.’ In fact, the
introductory paragraphs of Transport Canada’s description
of TERMPOL make it clear that while the information that
may be contained in the submission may be used for
evaluation of the application of at least nine pieces of
regulatory and environmental protection legislation, its
acceptance does not imply approval or regulation under any
of them.
Nevertheless, Enbridge’s news release said, ‘Northern

Gateway is encouraged by the positive conclusions of this
technical review of the marine components of the project—
including the safe operation of the Kitimat terminal and safe
passage of tankers to and from the facility through Canadian
waters.’
Put simply, the TERMPOL process implies neither the

responsibility of the applicant to carry out the plans, nor the
responsibility of the government to enforce or support them.
So neither the applicant nor the government need assume
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Enbridge & ‘Risk Reduction’
The first three findings of Enbridge’s TERMPOL review
summarize Transport Canada’s approach to regulation:
1. The proponent’s commitment to fully implement its
proposed Northern Gateway Project risk reduction
strategy will help enhance the safety of the project’s
marine transportation components. 

2. The proponent’s commitment to control access to the
Kitimat terminal will help ensure oil tankers comply
with its Northern Gateway Project risk reduction
strategy and enhance safety. 

3. Taking into account the information provided by the
proponent on vessels that would be used to support the
Northern Gateway Project, and existing Transport
Canada and international requirements, no regulatory
issues or concerns were identified.

http://www.islandtides.com


any responsibility for the consequences of not following
them.
Such is Canada’s regulatory framework for the operation

of hazardous cargo vessels in the dangerous waters of BC’s
central coast. 
What’s In The TERMPOL Submission
Enbridge’s TERMPOL submission is comprehensive. It
includes information on the vessels intended to be used;
routes (northern and southern) from the Pacific Ocean to
Kitimat; operational plans including navigation, escort and
berthing tugboat use, and marine traffic; berthing and
mooring strategies; and cargo transfer procedures.
It identifies a wide variety of potential hazards and

dangers, in terms of geography, underwater hazards, winds,
weather, tides and currents, and technological and
mechanical failures.
It states that all applicable existing regulations will be

complied with. However, the company itself does not intend
to operate the vessels; vessels will be chartered from
contractors. Enbridge does, however, commit to ensuring
that each tanker is double-hulled, has ‘internationally
recognized crew certification’, employs pilots, employs
escort tugs (tethered under some conditions); has

contractual arrangements for emergency response, and an
electronic chart display and information system.

Routes
All alternative routes from Hecate Strait through the coastal
islands to Douglas Channel and Kitimat were studied in
considerable detail, with particular reference to use by Very
Large Crude Carriers (VLCC). Enbridge rejected some routes
because of navigational hazards, narrow channels, sharp
turns, weather, tides, currents, et cetera. Emergency
anchorages and holding areas were identified.
Taking into account the manoeuvring characteristics and

physical size of the vessels, existing local traffic and
experiences of the local BC Coast Pilots, two routes from the
south of Haida Gwaii and one from the north were
identified. All proposed routes meet minimum Coast Guard
requirements for channel width; a width of seven times the
beam of the vessels is thought to provide sufficient room for
two-way traffic. However, caution is advised. 

Ship Information
Enbridge proposes that approximately 250 additional
tankers per year would use the Kitimat terminal; up to 60 of
these would be VLCCs. These ships would be considerably
larger than any vessels currently using the waters of the BC
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Images from the Northern Gateway submission to JRP

LEFT: Approaches from north (blue line, via Hecate Strait and Browning Entrance) and south (red line,
via Queen Charlotte Sound and Caamaño Sound) are shown. Wright Sound is at the centre of the diagram;
Douglas Channel (leading to Kitimat) is at the top. 

RIGHT: Simulated VLCC route through Wright Sound (resting place of Queen of the North). Two 109º
turns are necessary, with the ship’s steering assisted by a tug tethered to a bollard at its stern. The
entrance to Douglas Channel is at the top of the diagram; Gil Island is at centre bottom.



(see chart below).

These tankers are to meet ‘enhanced safety measures’
before they are cleared to berth at the Kitimat marine
terminal. These measures will be described in manuals yet
to be published.

Pilotage
Enbridge has committed to require the use of two fully
qualified pilots on the bridge of each ship all the time. This
is similar to the requirements for tankers transiting
Boundary Pass at the south end of Saturna Island. (See ‘New
tanker rules for Boundary Pass and Haro Strait,’ Island
TidesNovember 11, 2010; also in ‘Oil & Gas’ Reprints.) 
New pilot boarding stations (by helicopter or pilot boat,

depending on conditions) will probably need to be
established by the Pacific Pilotage Authority.

Navigability of Northern Route
Canadian Hydrographic Service Charts for the BC coast are
currently being updated; existing charts indicate that use of
the 36 metre sea-depth contour as a channel boundary
should provide sufficient depth for the deepest draught
tankers under all conditions. Enbridge commits to review
the chosen routes using the new charts (scheduled for
completion by 2014).
In the course of determining preferred routes for these

very large vessels, the need for a number of additional aids
to navigation was identified. This includes buoys, fixed
lights, and radar reflectors; approximately doubling the
existing number.
Additional radar facilities are proposed for Wright Sound

and sections of the northern and southern approaches.
Additional aids to navigation are estimated to cost $11.9

million, plus $500,000 per year for maintenance.
Responsibility for funding them has not been identified.
The proposed shipping routes are located in Vessel

Traffic Services zones monitored by the Canadian Coast
Guard. All vessels of over 300 gross tonnage must be fitted
with automatic identification systems, and must call-in at

specified transit points. This enables the Coast Guard to
monitor and advise all vessels.
Enbridge has proposed four additional calling-in points;

the Coast Guard is conducting a calling-in point review.

Tug Escorts
The Canada Shipping Actdoes not require the use of escort
tugs. However, Enbridge’s plan includes a mandatory tug
escort program, with laden tankers utilizing a tethered (to
the tanker’s stern) escort tug in confined channels, and all
tankers committed to a tug escort between the pilot’s station
and Kitimat.
A ‘qualified towage company’ is to be contracted to build

and operate a ‘suitable fleet’ of escort (10,000hp) and
harbour (5,000hp) tugs. (For more information on escort
tugs, see ‘Tugs—not what they used to be’ in the July 8, 2010
edition of Island Tides; also in Oil & Gas reprints.)
Safe operating speeds are estimated at 8-12 knots.

Computer Simulations
Extensive simulations of ship pilotage and tug operation
over the proposed routes were conducted at the Force
Technologies facilities at Lyngby, Denmark, from 2006 to
2009. The facilities include full-scale bridge simulations of
tankers and escort tugs, complete with projection screens
on which were projected images of the actual routes. These
bridge simulations were computer-controlled to reflect the
actual responses of tankers and tugs (including tethered
tugs).
A total of 170 real-time runs with fully qualified BC pilots

conning the ships and experienced masters for the tugs were
conducted during three sets of simulations.
Besides the simulated manoeuverability of three different

size tankers, the simulations confirmed the navigability of
the chosen routes, the adequacy of aids to navigation, and
the effects of wind, current, and seastate conditions; and
tested situations of ships passing and mechanical
breakdown (power and steering). 

Weather and Sea Conditions
The TERMPOL report documents a number of extreme
weather conditions, as well as the frequency of occurrence of
storms. Inflow and outflow winds can rise to 50 knots with
reported gusts to 75 knots. In winter, winds can reach storm
force (65 knots with 100 knot gusts) in storms that are 1 to
5 days apart. Tidal stream currents can reach 5 knots near
the entrances to coastal channels. In Queen Charlotte
Sound, winter wave-heights have been recorded up to a
mean of 3m and a maximum of 12m. Fog can occur 20% of
the time, most likely in summer. Wave heights in Hecate
Strait are legendary, up to 30m.
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Comparative Ship Dimensions 
(in metres)

TYPE Max.Length Max.Beam Max.Draft 
Queen of the North 125 20 5
Northern Expedition 155 23 7.5
Super-C ferry 160 28 19
AFRAmax Tanker 220 32 11.6
Suezmax Tanker 274 48 17
Largest cruise ship 294 32 8
VLCC 350 70 23.1



Commentary
The earliest simulations of tanker routes and behaviour took
place in 2006, suggesting that Enbridge wished to assure
itself that VLCC tankers could reach Kitimat before making
significant commitments to developing the route. The next
step now would seem to be loaded and unloaded VLCC
tankers on test voyages to Kitimat.
Besides the hazards that remain on the chosen routes,

violent weather and sea conditions can present significant
dangers to safe navigation of both loaded and unloaded
ships. This section of BC’s coast appears to have no
worldwide equivalent where these types of ships are
regularly operated.

Further, there has not so far been a spill of diluted
bitumen at sea. Experience with Enbridge’s Kalamazoo spill,
in fresh water, suggests that the bitumen sinks to the bottom
and cannot be recovered, while the diluent rises to the top
and evaporates, poisoning animal and plant life. Low
probability; high consequence.
In short, relatively safe operation of tankers to Kitimat

appears possible. But over a period of years, the risk of an
accident is still present, and the possible consequences
massive—and unacceptable.0
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